WORK SMARTER

Smart Lifestyle Solutions

Installations just got
easier
Connect your client’s lights and appliances with ease-of-install and
configuration that is simple with no advanced training required.
KASTA provides a way of creating powerful, smart solutions with less wiring and less
time than traditional methods.

LESS WIRING

SIMPLE

EASY TO RETROFIT

ADAPTABLE

KASTA is easy to
install and configure
with less wiring and
minimal physical
constraint

KASTA can remove
the need for complex
and time consuming
wiring and can be
installed by any
electrician

KASTA can be easily
installed into typical
switch or outlet*

KASTA can be
adapted to any switch
or power point

* Using the KASTA double power point

SWITCH TO SMART
KASTA is a ‘Smart’ choice for home automation. It’s an accessible, modular smart home
solution with infinite possibilities.
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
KASTA allows electricians to provide elegant solutions to
difficult wiring problems.

RELIABLE BLUETOOTH
KASTA uses reliable Bluetooth connectivity, so it’s ready
to go out of the box, with no internet or Wi-Fi connection
required for operation.

FUTURE SCALING
KASTA is a modular control solution, providing scope
for future scaling of products and solutions. Keep up
with changing homeowner needs and explore untapped
opportunities.

INCREASING CAPABILITY
KASTA increases your ability today, to install powerful
solutions with no advanced training required.

Multiple Applications. Infinite Possibilities.

Smart Dimmer Module
KASTA-D300IBH

Smart Switch Module
KASTA-S2400IBH

Smart Switch Mechanism
KASTA-S350BH-W

Smart Battery Powered Remote
Switch Mechanism

Smart Dimmer Mechanism
KASTA-D350BH-W

Black Button Caps
KASTA-CAPS-B

KASTA-RB02-W

Coming Soon.

Smart 9-Button Scene
Controller

Smart Curtain Control Module

Smart Double Power Point,
With Single USB Charger

Smart RGBW LED Strip Light Kit

Smart RGBW Downlight

Smart RGBW Bulb

KASTA MAKES SMART
Connecting your clients to a smarter lifestyle is
quick and easy with KASTA technology.
Unlike many complex smart home automation
systems, KASTA uses reliable, self-networking,
Bluetooth mesh technology to connect home
lighting and appliances. The system connects
devices wirelessly, so there is no requirement for
an internet or Wi-Fi connection. KASTA need only
be connected to power, just like a traditional switch.

EASY

Our user-friendly app
will let you configure
and control your
client’s smart home in
just a few quick taps.

FAST INSTALLATION. SIMPLE CONFIGURATION.
CONVENTIONAL WIRING

Traditional 2-way switching where wiring is required
for each switch

KASTA

Use a KASTA dimmer or switch to wirelessly connect to KASTA remote
switches for easy multi-way switching and dimming

Easily add up to 8 remote switch mechanisms

Active
Neutral
Switched Active

Smart
Dimmer
Mechanism
or
Smart
Switch
Mechanism

Smart
Battery
Powered
Remote
Switch
Mechanism

For more information on KASTA Smart Lifestyle Solutions, visit

Smart
Battery
Powered
Remote
Switch
Mechanism

kasta.com.au
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